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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).  Congress should reform the CFPB to improve its 
accountability, transparency and professionalism. The Bureau should be placed under a bipartisan 
commission including at least one individual possessing state-level experience overseeing 
consumer credit, with all new regulations subject to commission approval. The Bureau should 
be prohibited from circumventing the formal rulemaking process by making policy through the 
issuance of guidance bulletins that neglect to consider stakeholder input.

Motor Vehicle Finance.  Most consumers who finance a vehicle purchase opt for dealership 
financing, where credit is extended by the dealer and the resulting retail installment sale contract 
is subsequently assigned to a finance company, bank or credit union. The current model of 
dealership financing promotes competition and enables the consumer to negotiate a fair deal. 
AFSA cautions against curtailing discretionary pricing of financing, as it could unnecessarily 
increase the cost of purchasing a vehicle for some consumers.

Disparate Impact.  The consumer credit industry does not tolerate discrimination of any kind. 
Given that federal law prohibits the collection or consideration of demographic information in 
consumer credit applications other than for residential mortgages, AFSA members engage in a 
multi-faceted approach to ensure their consumers are treated equally. Regulators should adhere to 
sound statistical methods when conducting fair lending examinations of the portfolios of financial 
institutions and proxying for race, as there are many factors at play in the pricing of consumer 
credit.

Telephone Consumer Protection Act.  The 1991 statue and the Federal Communications 
Commission’s interpretation do not reflect changes in consumers’ use of wireless devices, which 
have become ubiquitous. Current law exposes financial institutions who service customer accounts 
over the telephone to substantial litigation risk over inadvertent and benign violations of the Act’s 
protections, threatening to deprive consumers of information they need to know. Congress and the 
FCC should provide relief by modernizing these protections.

Arbitration.  AFSA values alternative dispute resolution, such as arbitration, as a fair and effective 
mode of settling agreements between borrowers and lenders. Proposed changes would 
retroactively rewrite millions of existing voluntarily accepted private contracts, eliminating access 
to cheaper, timelier and more confidential resolutions for consumers and change policy in place 
under the Federal Arbitration Act since the 1920s.

Annual Privacy Notice.  Congress has provided relief to financial institutions from mailing an 
annual privacy notice to most customers, so long as this disclosure has not changed and remains 
available electronically. However, no such relief is provided if the institution shares information with 
an unaffiliated third-party under a marketing agreement subject to opt-out, whereby the paper 
notice remains a nuisance to the consumer. Congress should provide for the electronic delivery of 
the disclosure in all cases. 



Data Security and Consumer Privacy.  Consumers remain vulnerable to identity theft and fraud 
because breaches of personal and financial data occur at financial institutions, retailers and other 
businesses. Meaningful protections will require cooperation by all industries, and a comprehensive 
approach to securing this sensitive information of consumers is long overdue. For a financial 
institution that regularly interacts with nonpublic consumer data, this begins with developing an 
effective information security plan.

Cross-Border Transfer of Consumer Data.  Following the European Court of Justice decision in 
October 2015 that struck down the Safe Harbor data transfer agreement, U.S. and E.U. regulators 
have negotiated a new proposed framework, the U.S.-E.U. Privacy Shield, for transferring personal 
data from the E.U.  AFSA urges U.S. and E.U. regulators, officials and lawmakers to ensure that the 
revised data transfer agreement, any needed legislation, and subsequent implementation meet 
the needs of member companies, and to ensure that other cross-border data transfer mechanisms, 
such as model clauses and binding corporate rules, continue to be legal and viable arrangements.

Demographic Data.  AFSA believes efforts to require non-mortgage lenders to collect race and 
gender data might decrease consumer choice and increase the cost of credit.

Credit Pricing.  Risk-based pricing is the cornerstone of the American consumer credit system 
and democratizes access to credit. AFSA opposes efforts that restrict lenders’ ability to price credit 
based on risk. While AFSA stands shoulder to shoulder with lawmakers and regulators on the goal 
of fighting discrimination in lending, we examine the details of such proposals to make sure that 
there are not, in fact, other negative consequences for borrowers.

Rate Caps.  Policymakers should aim to preserve consumer access to small-dollar loans. By 
capping annual percentage rates (APR), defined to include interest and fees, the government could 
eliminate access to short-term, unsecured credit for most Americans. AFSA remains concerned 
about efforts to amend the definition of APR under TILA to include ancillary products.

Ancillary Products.  Credit insurance, debt cancellation and credit protection products play a 
critical role in delivering financial security to borrowers.  AFSA resists efforts to limit consumer 
choice through misleading disclosures or other unfair regulatory requirements.

Bankruptcy.  AFSA supports the bankruptcy code as currently written. Allowing judges to 
restructure loans would inhibit the re-establishment of the asset-backed securities marketplace.

Mortgage Lending.  AFSA supports protecting consumers against unfair and deceptive mortgage 
lending practices through strong national standards that allow innovation in product development 
to ensure affordable access to credit for all Americans, while providing mortgage servicers with the 
greatest amount of flexibility in helping borrowers stay in their home.

Industrial Banks.  Industrial banks (or industrial loan companies) serve an important role in 
consumer and commercial lending, and are subject to the same consumer protection laws as other 
financial institutions. AFSA urges the FDIC to resume granting charters to new institutions, and 
proceed on the approval of revised business plans under existing charters.

Serving the Military.  AFSA seeks to maintain access to credit for the military community, and is 
committed to educating servicemembers, veterans and their families to improve personal financial 
literacy. The association and its members will engage with the Department of Defense, the CFPB’s 
Office of Servicemember Affairs and other policymakers to empower individuals to make sound 
financial decisions and avoid deceptive practices and fraud.


